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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Not many scenes would present a stronger contrast than a ballroom at the court 

of Napoleon III and Eugenie in Paris during the 1850's and a square dance floor in 

late 20th-century Texas. As disparate as these scenes appear, all the dancers involved 

would probably have enjoyed a dance known as the varsovienne—though the Texans 

would more likely recognize it by the name, "Put Your Little Foot." Although the 

varsovienne as danced in present-day Texas may little resemble the varsovienne 

Empress Eugenie is supposed to have been particularly fond of (an affinity later 

shared by Henry Ford),̂  the music of the varsovienne reflects a high level of 

continuity through time and across national borders. 

Justification 

This musical continuity is manifest via the persistent recurrence of specific 

rhythmic and melodic motives among the variants. Because of this musical 

consistency, the varsovienne is an ideal social dance to examine in tracing the 

transformation and dissemination of a dance from high society into foUc and popular 

cultures. No other social dance popular since the 19th-century, e.g., the waltz, 

reflects such a consistent use and retention of common musical materials. 

The varsovienne seems to have been a popular dance in the southwestem 

United States-Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and the southern portions of Colorado, 

Utah, and Califomia. In accounts of dances in the region, the varsovienne is often 

mentioned as a favorite dance besides the waltz, polka, and schottische. Musical 

'Sir William Barclay Squire, "Varsoviana," A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 
vol. 4, ed. Sir George Grove (London: Macmillan, 1879) 230; Maurice J. E. Brown, 
"Varsovienne," New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, vol. 19, ed. Stanley 
Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980) 559; and David L. Lewis, "The Square Dancing 
Master," American Heritage 23.2 (1972): 50. 
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variants occur among many cultural groups inhabiting the Southwest: cowboy, 

pioneer, and immigrant groups, as well as in Hispanic communities. 

Materials and Methods 

Musicians have researched dance music from a variety of cultures and 

periods, especially dances of the Middle Ages through the 18th-century. Very little 

musical research, however, concerns dance music of the 19th-century.̂  Even less of 

that research involves the progression of a dance and its music over many years and 

across several cultures. 

Because the varsovienne in the Southwestem United States is today primarily 

considered a folk or popular dance, and thus found predominantly in the oral tradition, 

it seemed appropriate to conduct the research as an ethnomusicologist or folklorist 

would. That is, by employing a tune-type against which the variants could be 

compared, considering stmcture, melody, rhythm, modality or tonaUty, and setting of 

text. The tune used as the tune-type (an archetype of the selected variants) is usually 

determined by chronological primacy or by citation in a reputable resource, such as 

New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians or Die Musik in Geschichte und 

Gegenwart (hereafter referred to as New Grove and MGG. respectively). 

Unfortunately, in the case of the varsovienne, the tune cited in New Grove (appearing 

H suspected that the scarcity of research on 19th-century dance was in part due to 
the sheer volume of material available—dance manuals, sheet music, and first hand 
accounts of dancing found in newspapers, diaries, etc. To some extent this was 
confirmed by Kate Van Winkle KeUer, musician and scholar of 18th-century dance: 
". . .1 have avoided dance after about 1820 simply because it is so complex" . . . , 
personal correspondence, 5 December 1991. However, an opposite view was also 
tme, "Specific accounts of the musical arrangements used to accompany these dances 
[European salon dances, e.g., waltz, polka, schottische, mazurka, varsouviana [sic], 
redowa, and Cracoviana] and the specific dances which were in vogue are unavailable 
in written records." Sanjuanita Martinez-Hunter, The Development of Dance in 
Mexico: 1325-1910. Ann Arbor: UMI, 1985: 153. 



in all editions since the first, in 1879), is not the oldest tune.' Because this tune has 

been consistently cited as "the tune to which it [the varsovienne] was generally danced 

. . .,"* it wiU be used as a tune-type. However, due to its brevity, musical traits 

appearing frequently among varsovienne variants, although not in the tune-type, will 

also be discussed. 

Using published resources as a point of departure, the research strategy 

included locating as many variants as possible-whether in printed sources or on sound 

recordings. Due to the availabiUty of field recordings, actually making such 

recordings was not a necessary component of this research. Field recordings were 

located in the following collections: J. D. Robb CoUection of the Fine Arts Library 

at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque; the library of the Museum of 

International Folk Art (MIFA) in Santa Fe—specifically the collection compUed by 

Mansi Kem in 1966; and the Utah Arts Council in Salt Lake City. Unfortunately, 

due to the deterioration of the recordings in the Kem collection, those recordings are 

currendy inaccessible though the documentation for the collection is available.' 

The MIFA library, however, did have a number of print materials, as did the 

Archives of the Lloyd Shaw Foundation in Albuquerque, and the resource collection 

of the Society of Folk Dance Historians in Austin, Texas. Unpublished masters' 

theses turned out to be a significant source of folk dance tune transcriptions. 

Although pubUshed collections of foUc dances for the colonial periods of Califomia, 

Colorado, and New Mexico exist, no similar collections exist for the dances of Texas 

'The earUest scores I have located date from 1854: Louis Abadie, "Mexico. 
Varsoviana." Paris: Trinocq, and H. B. Dodworth, "Varsoviana." New York: 
Dodworth and Son. 

'Squire, Grove 4, 230; Brown, New Grove 19, 559. 

*rhe recordings include both audio tapes and some moving pictures (probably 
16mm). According to the librarian, fimds were not available for conservation or 
preservation of these materials and other holdings had higher priority should fimds 
become available. I visited this library during the first week of January 1994. 



from its colonial period.* Resources for dances in Texas include commercially 

published dance instmction manuals for square, round, and country-western dancing, 

and countless syllabi printed for use by dance clubs and at dance conventions. The 

latter exist for all the Southwestem states. Only a few of the syllabi include dance 

tunes, which are more likely to appear in commercially published resources. Due to 

the increasing avaUability of sound recordings and playback equipment, resources 

from the mid-1950's on are more likely to include references to recordings rather than 

scores for the tunes. In addition, varsoviennes are often included in commercially 

published folk dance instruction manuals. 

To the degree possible, theories regarding the origins of the varsovienne and its 

dissemination throughout the Southwestem United States are discussed. This includes 

a discussion of the relationship of the varsovienne to the mazurka and related dances. 

In order to analyze and compare varsovienne variants, pertinent field recordings have 

been transcribed (see Appendix A). The variants are compared within and between 

the cultural groups. As a companion to the historical background and musical 

analyses of the variants, the bibliography aims at being reasonably inclusive. 

Possible connections between Hispanic and Polish dance tunes have been 

addressed in two studies. These sources were discovered after the author noticed 

certain rhythmic and melodic motives occurring in kujawys (also called kujawiaks) 

and krakowiaks—two types of the Polish folk mazurka—and in varsoviennes, 

specifically those varsoviennes found among the Hispanic dances of New Mexico. 

Dr. Peter White, professor and coauthor of The Lore of New Mexico, and two of his 

colleagues (also musicians) "are convinced that in all probability scholars of folk 

music could trace the roots of many Hispanic dance tunes to Eastern Europe by 

^Commercially published collections include those of Mabel Spizzy Anderson, 
Lucile Czamowski (both for Califomia), Mela Sedillo, and Aurora Lucero-White (for 
New Mexico). A collection of folk dances from the colonial days of Colorado was 
privately published by Marie and Lorenzo Tmjillo. See the entries in the 
bibliography. 



examining collections in Krakow and Warsaw."^ White formed his opinion when he 

and his colleagues noted similarities between dance tunes played by Cleofes Ortiz, an 

Hispanic New Mexican folk fiddler, and dances played by fiddlers from three different 

regions in Poland. 

Similarly, Gertmde Kurath, a dance ethnographer, while not specifically 

naming the varsovienne in her article, "Dance Relatives of Mid-Europe and Middle 

America: A Venture in Comparative Choreology," does, however, discuss 

relationships between many Mexican folk dances and the mazurka, poUca, and polka-

mazurka.* 

Definitions 

The term "social dance" is relatively synonymous with "ballroom dance": a 

dance intended to be danced by couples in a social situation, such as at weddings or 

parties, or in a ballroom. Sometimes these dances will also be referred to as "fancy 

dances." That label is meant to distinguish dances considered embelhshed versions of 

the waltz, such as the varsovienne and mazurka, from simpler forms of the dances 

found in mral settings or dances in their more traditional form. The term "fancy 

dance" as defined here obviously separates those "embellished" social dances from 

"foUc dance"—those dances enjoyed by a specific group of people (often grouped by 

nationality, ethnicity, or other common trait) and usually passed from one generation 

to the next via oral tradition. 

In the broadest sense of the term, a "round dance" is any social dance danced 

by a couple moving in tums as they progress around the dance floor. Round dances 

include both foUc and fancy dances, e.g., Landlers, waltzes, poUcas, mazurkas, and 

^Marta Weigle and Peter White, The Lore of New Mexico. (Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico Press, 1988) 473, note 43. 

'Gertrude Kurath, "Dance Relatives of Mid-Europe and Middle America: A 
Venture in Comparative Choreology," Joumal of American Folklore 69.273 (1956) 
286-298. 



schottisches, as weU as varsoviennes. As certain genres of social dancing have 

become more standardized during the latter half of the 20th-century, the term "round 

dance" has acquired a more specific meaning. In modem square dancing, a "round 

dance" is any partner dance "characterized by a set routine danced 'round the floor to 

a particular tune in simultaneous movements following 'cues' or directions given by a 

leader. "^ This relationship between modem square dancing and modem round dancing 

has played a significant part in keeping the varsovienne among today's social dances. 

'Betty Casey, Intemational FoUc Dancing U.S.A. (Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday, 1981) 298. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORY OF THE VARSOVIENNE 

Theories of Origin 

The origins of the varsovienne, while not exacdy shrouded in mystery, are at 

best clouded by the good intentions of those discussing it. Most of the information 

provided follows divergent paths that have obviously been well wom by previous 

writers. Very few of the authors provide a trail of "scholarly" bread cmmbs from 

which to reconstmct their research. Thus, at present, the origins of the varsovienne 

are rooted in circumstantial evidence only. There are many contradicting and 

tantalizing clues that beg fiirther research. 

Given that "varsovienne" is the French word for a female resident of 

Warsaw,''̂  it follows that the predominant theory regarding the geographical origin of 

the varsovienne favors Poland.'̂  However, due to the abundance of variant spellings 

°̂A number of character dances, i.e., dances intended for stage performance 
having steps and movements "characteristic" of folk dance, are found in some 19th-
century ballets. The "Cracovienne," "Varsovienne," and "Polka" were danced in 
different ballets by Fanny Eliiler, Fanny Cerrito, and Carlotta Grisi—the prima 
ballerinas of the Romantic era. A lithograph exists of Fanny Cerrito labelled "La 
Varsovienne" (1842); Cerrito danced "La Varsovienne" in the ballet. Alma (premiere 
in London, 1842). It is not know whether Cerrito's "Varsovienne" (which she 
possibly choreographed herself) resembles the later social dance of the same name. 
Ivor Guest, Fanny Cerrito; the Life of a Romantic Ballerina (London: Phoenix House, 
1956) 44-45, Plate Via. 

"An incomplete list includes: Peter Buckman, Let's Dance (New York: 
Paddington Press, 1978) 150; Eleanore Flaig, "When the Dons and Their Damsels 
Danced," Westways 27.10 (1935) 18; Richard Kraus, Folk Dancing: A Guide for 
Schools, CoUeges. and Recreation Groups (New York: Macmillan, 1962) 109; Olga 
Kulbitsky and Frank Kaltman, Teacher's Dance Handbook, Number 1, Kindergarten 
to Sixth Year (Newark, New Jersey: Bluebird PubUshing, 1959) 287; 
Constance Mynatt and Bemard Kaiman, Folk Dancing for Students and Teachers 
(Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown Co., 1968) 97; and Lloyd Shaw, The Round 
Dance Book (CaldweU, Idaho: Caxton Printers, 1948) 78. Very few of the 19th-
century dance instmctional manuals I have consulted say much regarding the 
varsovienne's origins. 



and names for this dance (see Figure 1), several other geographic locales have become 

associated with the varsovienne: Vienna (Austria), Barcelona (Spain),'^ and even 

Italy-"The Varsovienne was originated by an Italian, in 1850, who called it La 

Versuvianna in honor of Mount Vesuvius."^' 

The next most likely country of origin is Sweden.''* Thus far, the earliest 

Swedish varsovienne located is from one of the earlier collections of foUc dances 

(1908) by Elizabeth Burchenal,'̂  an educator who actively encouraged foUc dancing as 

part of physical education. The Swedish connection is possibly significant due in part 

to similarities among the varsovienne, a Swedish Bauemtanz. and Polish foUc 

mazurkas. This wUl be discussed in the section on the music of the varsovienne. 

Another Scandinavian folk dance that musically resembles the varsovienne is the 

'̂ The differences between the Spanish and English pronunciation of the letters B, 
V, L, and LL could account for the variant names of the varsovienne in the 
Southwest. B grande in Spanish is the letter B, while B pequeiio is the letter V; both 
are pronounced like the B in EngUsh. Likewise, the letter L, whUe pronounced alike 
in both languages, differs when it is the Spanish double L, which is pronounced as a 
Y. This English/Spanish spelling-pronunciation confusion would certainly account for 
such variant names as: varsoviana- > varsoviallana- > Barceliana— > Barcelona. 

"L. de Garmo Brookes, On Modem Dancing (New York: [the author], 1866) 54. 

'''Again, a selective list: Audrey Bambra and Muriel Webster, Teaching Folk 
Dancing. (London: Batsford, 1972) 31; Anne Duggan, Jeanette Schlottmann, and 
Abbie Rudedge, FoUc Dances of Scandinavia. The FoUc Dance Library [v. 2]. (New 
York: A. S. Barnes, 1948) 60; and Grace Fox and Kathleen MerriU, Folk Dancing in 
High School and CoUege. (New York: A. S. Bames, 1944) 65. 

'̂ Elizabeth Burchenal and C. Ward Crampton, Folk-Dance Music (New York: 
Schirmer, 1908) 45. 
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Sjalaskyttan from Finland.'** And lastiy, a few lone voices argue for German" or 

French roots. 

'̂  The earliest Sjalaskuttan I have located is in Caroline Crawford's, Folk Dances 
and Games (New York: A. S. Bames, 1912) 6-7; it is subtitled, "Bounding Heart." 
Elizabeth Burchenal includes a Sjalaskuttan from Kimito, Aboland in FoUc Dances of 
Finland (New York: Schirmer, 1915) 13-14. Anni CoUan and Yngvar Heikel, Dances 
of Finland (New York: Chanticleer Press, 1948) 36-39, attribute the Sjalaskuttan here 
subtided "The Seal's Jump," to the Swedish-speaking parts of Finland. 

""Everything about this air suggests a German origin." Samuel Bayard, ed. 
Dance to the Fiddle. March to the Fife (University Park, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania 
State University Press, 1982) 569. 



A. 19th-century, general, and international: 
varsoviana (1854) 
Waltz Vienna (1861 Great Britain) 
varsovianna [1880's] 
varsouviana 
varsouvianna [1890's] 
varsouvienne 
varsouvienna 
versouvianna 
versevanna (Ireland) 
Point Your Little Toe (1939) 
Kick a Dutchman (1940) 
varsoviana waltz (1944 Canada; also Great Britain) 
valse Vienne (1960 Australia) 
La Var (1972 England) 
La Va (England, Scotiand) 
Babes in the Woods (Australia) 
Jan Pierewiet (Netherlands; South Africa) 
Paddy Candy; Paddy Canny (Ireland) 
Shoe the Donkey (Ireland) 
Cock Your Leg Up (Ireland) 
varsouviyan (Russia) 
Der Warschauer (Germany) 
Litde Foot 
Put Your Litde Foot Down 
Put Your Litde Foot Right Out 
See My New Shoes 

B. Arizona: 
Put Your Littie Foot (1943; also New Mexico, Texas) 

C. Califomia: 
varso viana (1936) 
varcio vana (1936) 

D. Colorado: 
barceliana (1940) 
masouvienne (1940; also Utah) 
la varsoviallana (1979; also New Mexico) 

E. New Mexico: 
mascando chicote (1926) 
barcelona (1935) 
la varsoviana (1937) 
varsuviana (1946) 

Figure 1. Variant spellings and names of the varsovienne (with 
earliest date used, if known). 
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vals chiqueado varsovianas (1942) 
la varseliana (1951) 
la varcelona (1991) 
La Cucaracha varsovianna 
mascando chiquite 
Comadre Juana 

F. Texas: 
Put Your Litde Foot Right There [1889] 
New Shoes 

G. Utah: 
souvienne 

H. Southwest—unspecified: 
Have You Seen My New Shoes? (1926) 
la versuvianna (1948) 
"Varsity Anna" (1949) 
varsuevienne (1955) 
warszowanka (1979) 

Figure 1. Continued. 

Patterns of Dissemination 

One of the more popular theories about the spread of the varsovienne into the 

Southwest involves the Mexican court of Maximillian and Carlota. Maximillian 

served as emperor of Mexico from 1864 until his execution in 1867; Carlota was in 

Mexico 1864-66. MaximiUian was set up as emperor in Mexico by Napoleon III. 

Carlota was on friendly terms with Eugenie and had attended balls at the Tuileries. 

Indeed, Carlota went so far as to establish Monday night soirees pattemed after those 

given by Eugenie." 

'*"I have decided to give some evening parties exacdy like your Majesty's, and 
people seem to like my Monday affairs. The guests put on their best finery and really 
look presentable. . . . My soirees end after one o'clock. Next Monday will be the 
sixth. 1 usually whirl through several quadrilles. . . At the fmish there is a loud 
comet signal, whereupon we all start into a galop which goes so fast that somebody 
always ends by faUing down." Letter [c. 1864] from Carlota to Eugenie, translated in 
Bartita Harding's Phantom Crown: The Story of MaximilUan and Carlota in Mexico. 
(New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1934) 166. 

11 



Although published in Paris in 1854, Luis Abadie's varsoviana establishes a 

connection with Mexico via its tide ("Mexico. Varsoviana.") and the lithograph of a 

senorita on its cover. Abadie's "Mexico. Varsoviana." predates MaximiUian and 

Carlota's reign in Mexico by a decade. Some writers account for the varsovienne's 

introduction into the United States via Mexico from this court, but claim it was 

introduced there by Polish immigrants.'" Given the ten-year discrepancy between the 

publication of Abadie's varsoviana and the mle of Maximillian and Carlota, this seems 

a more likely theory. 

Flaig and Czamowski suggest many of the European dances were introduced 

into Califomia by colonists who ventured from Mexico to San Diego with Jose Maria 

Hfjar in 1835.̂ ° This probably accounts for Czamowski's inclusion of the varsovienne 

in the group of dances introduced to the Califomios before 1849.̂ ' When taken into 

consideration with the pattem of Polish immigration after the Polish Rebellion of 

1830-31,̂ ^ the theory has some merit. However, there is still the problem of the 

"Kulbitsky and Kaltman, Teacher's Dance 287; Kraus, Folk Dancing 109; and 
Mynatt, Folk Dancing 97. An amusing "biographical digression" about a Colonel 
Gabriel de Korpon^y, "a Polish gendeman" is recounted in Dancing at Home and 
Abroad by C. H. Cleveland, Jr. (Boston: Oliver Ditson, 1878) 14-15. Having 
immigrated to the United States in 1840 and serving in the military during the 
Mexican War, the Colonel retired to join up with Mr. Cleveland's father, "and taught 
dancing together for several years in the Southem States" (15). 

Quelle Czamowski, Dances of Early Califomia Days (Palo Alto, Califomia: 
Pacific Books, 1950) 24, and Eleanore Flaig, "When the Dons and Their Damsels 
Danced," Westways 27.10 (1935) 20. 

^'Czamowski, 11. 

^̂A large percentage of the Polish immigrants were students, from the military, or 
professionals. Initially, France, Pmssia, and Austria took them in; France was the 
only nation to allow the immigrants to remain. Pmssia and Austria deported the Poles 
to the United States in 1834. See The Polish Texans. compUed and published by the 
University of Texas Institute of Texan Cultures at San Antonio, San Antonio, 1972. 
Many of the Polish immigrants were Roman Catholic. "The Poles always lived near 
Spanish-speaking people, often having them in their churches, and the cultural 
exchange between the two groups reached a very high level." T. Lindsay Baker, The 
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significant differences in dates, and die lack of varsoviennes-in score or in dance 

manuals-prior to 1854.^ 

Only one writer suggests a double route for the dissemination of the 

varsovienne-from Poland to Mexico and New York, with an eventual meeting of die 

Hispanic and Anglo variants in die Soudiwest."* Lucero-White favors dissemination 

northward from Mexico via the Chihuahua Trail, while Pena argues for die cultural 

influences coming out of Monterrey, Mexico moving into Texas." 

Not surprisingly, dissemination of the varsovienne occurred in part via the 

publication and distribution of sheet music and dance instmction manuals. Naturally, 

as people moved they took their dances with them-often having leamed them via the 

more traditional means of formal lessons, but passing them along less formally. Thus 

the dissemination into the folk realm via oral tradition. 

First Polish Americans: Silesian Setdements in Texas. (College Station: Texas A and 
M University Press, 1979) 138. Similarly, foUdorist WiUiam A. Owens writes, "I 
listened to enough Czech polkas to recognize borrowings in the Mexican polkas along 
the Rio Grange [sk]" In TeU Me a Story. Sing Me a Song . . . a Texas Chronicle 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1983) 211. 

'̂Discounting the 1842 Uthograph of Fanny Cerrito labelled "La Varsovienne," the 
earliest references to the varsovienne include a citation in Aleksander Janta's A 
History of Nineteendi Century American-Polish Music (New York: The Kosciuszko 
Foundation, 1983) 168, regarding the Souvenir de Barcelone [gic] (Boston: G. P. 
Reed Co.), a varsoviana by Garbon, arranged by Thomas Mass. I have been unable 
to obtain this work. However, a varsovienne titled. Souvenir de Barcelona, by 
Carbon [sic] appears in The Welcome Guest: A Collection of Modem Piano-Forte 
Music, Being a Choice Repertoire of Pieces for Home Amusement. (Boston: Henry 
Tolman, 1863) 140-141. 

'̂*Jose de Onfs, The Hispanic Contribution to the State of Colorado. (Boulder: 
Westview Press, 1976) 111. 

"Lucero-White, 12-13; Manuel Pena, The Texas-Mexican Coqjunto: A History of 
a Working-Class Music. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1985) 20-30. 
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Chronology-Nineteendi-Century 

Following is a chronology based upon what has been documented thus far 

regarding the varsovienne in the 19th-century. Only noteworthy publications or events 

are included: 

m4 
Publication of the sheet music for piano, "Mexico. Varsoviana.," (Paris: 

Trinocq); cover includes the tide. Album fil^monico del nuevo eco de ambos mundos 

[Philharmonic Album of the New Sounds of Both Worlds] and a lithograph of a lovely 

senorita by Guichard. This varsoviana was composed by Luis [sic] Abadie (d. 1860), 

a French composer active from the 1830's.̂ ^ Abadie also had music published in New 

Orleans." 

Copyright of the sheet music for piano, "Varsoviana," by H. B. Dodworth, as 

cited on first page of the score published in New York, by Dodworth and Son.̂ * In 

his 1885 dance instmction manual. Dancing and Its Relation to Education and Social 

Life. Allen Dodworth, son of H. B., says of the varsovienne, "First seen in Paris, and 

introduced to my pupils in 1853" (57).^ 

^Frangois-Joseph Fetis, "Louis Abadie," Biographic Universelle des Musiciens-
Suppldment. v.l . Reprint of Paris edition, 1873-75. (Bmxelles: Culture et 
Civilisation, 1963) 1. Also MGG 6, 336: "Romanze," Section B, "Die Romance in 
Frankreich," and MGG 11, 851: in die article on die French PubUsher, Heugel et 
Cie. 

''Louis Abadie, Ta resille: Chansonette Espagnole (Nouvelle Orleans: Aug. 
Bohne, [n.d.]). 

''Cover tide, Dodworth's Gems From the Balhoom. listed on cover as 
"varsouviana" [sic]. 

''The year 1854 also saw the publication of Jacques Offenbach's Decameron 
dramatique. album du Theatre Franpais. music for ten dances, including, "Clarisse, 
varsoviana." See list of works works (513), in Andrew Lamb, "Jacques Offenbach," 
New Grove 13, 509-513. 
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Charles Durang, another famous American dancing master, gives instmctions 

for steps to the "Varsoviana. A Valse Mazourka," in his manual. The Fashionable 

Dancer's Casket, or the Bail-Room Instmctor (145). 

1857 

"The Celebrated Varsovienne," sheet music arranged for piano by J. S. Knight 

(Boston: Oliver Ditson), includes a description of the dance steps at the opening of the 

score. 

From Edward Ferrero's dance manual. The Art of Dancing, Historically 

Illustrated (147), which also includes "Welcome Friends Varsovienne" for piano 

([music supplement] 56-58): 

This dance combines the mazourka [sic], polka, and poUca-redowa. is a 
very graceful dance and in considerable favor. It was introduced into America 
about five years ago [c. 1854], and is particularly essential for children, who, 
while learning its graceful positions, acquire many elegant movements of the 
body and feet; also a proper regard for musical time. 

im. 
The "Varsoviana" defined by William Barclay Squire in the first edition of 

Grove (4, 230); tune included (see Example 1). 

A dance very similar in character to the PoUca, Mazurka, and Redowa. It 
is probably of French origin, and seems to have been introduced by a dancing-
master named Desire in 1853. Somewhat later it was much danced at the 
Tuileries balls, and is said to have been a favourite with the Empress Eugenie. 
The music is characterised by strong accents on the first notes of the second 
and fourth bars, corresponding to marked pauses in the dance. The tempo is 
rather slow. 
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clSM 
"Old" versus "New" forms of the varsovienne described—the music remains the 

same, only the steps differ. "The modem, or new, Varsovianna is rather more 

elaborate in its movements than the one of that name which our grandmothers danced" 

(Dick's Quadrille Call-Book and Ball-Room Prompter. 145). In addition to the verbal 

description of the steps for both the old and new Varsoviana, Dodworth includes a 

score of the melody with prompts above and below the staff—the old version above, 

the new one below (Dancing and its Relation to Education and Social Life. 53)."' 

1886 

Franz Bohme, collector of folk songs and dances, includes the Varsovienne in 

his entry on the Mazurka as a variation of the mazurka in a slow 3/4 time, popular in 

Germany between 1850-1870." 

1888 

In Wame's The Ball-Room Guide (61-63), "This dance [the varsoviana] is 

seldom danced now, though it formerly had a sort of ephemeral popularity. We 

always considered it as rather a boisterous sort of performance, and more suitable for 

the casino than the private ballroom." 

mi 
Dictionnaire du Danse (367-368) by Desrat: 

Danse modeme sous forme de valse, compos^e vers 1853 ou 1854 par 
un jeune professeur espagnol qui langa sa composition dans I'ancien bal public 
de la me de la Chauss^e-d'Antin. Francisco Alonso ^crivit la danse et la 
musique de la varsoviana et toutes deux produisirent un effet agr€able aux yeux 

'̂ Hichard Powers. Letter to die audior. 30 July 1993. 

"Geschichte des Tanzes in Deutschland (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hartel) 223: 
"Eine Abart der Masurka [sic] war die Varsovienne (Warschauer Tanz), ebenfalls im 
langsamen 3/4 Takte gespielt und um 1850-1870 in Deutschland sehr beliebt." 
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et aux oreilles. Cette danse est scandee tres heureusement par des temps 
d'arret avec poses dequatre en quatre mesures, tantot sur un pied, tantot sur 
I'autre; elle necessite une musique speciale indiquant ces temps d'arret. 

[A modem dance with the form of the waltz, composed around 1853 or 
1854 by a young Spanish teacher who launched her composition during at the 
old public dance on the Rue de la Chaussee-d'Antin. Francisco Alonso wrote 
the dance and the music of the varsoviana and both produce an agreeable affect 
on the eyes and the ears. This dance is punctuated very happily by the pauses 
which are placed every 4 by 4 measures, first on one foot, then on the other, 
which necessitates special music indicating these pauses.]" 

[cl896] 

According to WUliam Lamb's Everybody's Guide to Balhoom Dancing (157-

158): "The varsoviana was a very simple, easy dance, but such unwarrantable 

liberties were taken with it, and so vulgarly was it performed by the mass [sic], that 

its existence was very brief, and is now thought of as a thing of the past." Six years 

later, however. Lamb wrote in another manual, How and What to Dance (1905): 

"This dance is a very simple, easy one, and at one time was very popular; although 

now rarely seen, it forms a delightful variation to many much more popular dances" 

(72). 

Bearing in mind the above comments made regarding the varsovienne's 

declining popularity after the 1870's, what seems likely is that the varsovienne, first 

danced by the royalty and the elite, moved out of the ballrooms and into the everyday 

dance experience of the "mass." Like the quintessential pioneer, the varsovienne had 

"Translation (with apologies) by die audior with assistance from Michelle 
LaPerriere, Anne Marie Fighiera, a French dance instmctor attending die LSF Rocky 
Mountain Dance Roundup (July 1993), and Dr. Wayne Hobbs. This is die only 19di-
century source to attribute the tune to Francisco Alonzo. There is a citation of a 
recording mentioning Alonzo: "An early band recording of die original tune [of the 
varsoviana] is: Musique de la Garde Republicaine (France), La Varsoviana. Danse de 
Sffflnn de Alonzo. Lutetia F3081 (undated)," see Note 39, p.91, of Reg HaU, "I Never 
Played to Many Posh Dances." Scan Tester. Sussex Musician 1887-1972. (Essex, 
England: Musical Traditions Supplement No. 2, 1990). 
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moved to die frontier-be it die United States West, into die Hispanic cultures of 

Mexico and die Southwestem United States, or to Australia, Soudi America, or Soudi 

Africa." 

"Six Australian variant tunes are discussed by John Meredith, "Song of Warsaw: 
The Varsovienne in Australia," Canon (August 1960) 8-11. The varsovienne is also 
found among the dances of South America (Argentina) and South Africa (as "Jan 
Pierewiet," a variant also found in the Netherlands). 
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CHAPTER 111 

THE MUSIC OF THE VARSOVIENNE 

The Varsovienne Tune-type 

As was mentioned previously, the various variants of the varsovienne will be 

discussed in relationship to a tune-type, given below in Example 1. 

Example 1: Varsoviana/Varsovienne (Grove 1879; New Grove 1980). 

Typical of a dance tune, the stmcture of Example 1 is quite square. The eight-bar 

tune breaks into two larger antecedent and consequent phrases of four measures each 

(beginning on the anacmsis to measure one to the first beat of measure four, and from 

beat three, measure four to the first beat of measure eight), which can be further 

subdivided into smaller phrases of 2-1-2 (from the anacmsis to measure one to beat 

one, measure two; beat three, measure two to beat one, measure four, and beat three, 

measure four to beat one, measure six; beat three, measure six to beat one, measure 

eight). The brevity of this example is noteworthy. Dances are usually bipartite with 

the sections repeated: 11: A : 11: B : 11. Example 1 seems to be a single eight-bar 

section, which does not constitute a complete dance. This will become obvious as 

more varsoviennes are examined. 

The melodic stmcture displays strong triadic and harmonic tendencies. This 

example is very obviously tonal, not modal, and major; the key is E-flat. The first 

short phrase oudines a tonic triad in first inversion: ascending by step from the third 

of die chord to the fifth (G, A-flat [passing tone], B-flat), descending a leap of a 

minor third (returning to G), followed by an upward leap of a minor sixth to the tonic 

(E-flat), finally resolving downward by step to D (the third of the dominant). 

This melodic pattem is sequenced a whole-step lower (on F) for the second short 

phrase, but the intervalUc stmcture is altered at one point-the upward leap before the 
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cadence is contracted to a perfect fifth (F to C, rather than F to D) in keeping with 

the implied harmonic progression from Y back to I. The third small phrase opens 

like the first, in both rhythm and pitch. Like the second small phrase, however, the 

upward leap preceding the cadence has been enlarged from a minor sixth to an octave. 

This emphasizes the climax of the melodic line, the high point being g' resolving to f. 

The implied harmonic progression is also like the first small phrase, I to V. 

Providing contrast to the previous phrases, the fourth small phrase is cadential. 

It is the only phrase in which the final note is approached from below (C, D, E-flat), 

rather than from above. In addition, the rhythm of this phrase is faster, due not only 

to the use of eighth-notes moving into the final (cadential) three notes, but to the 

absence of the dotted rhythm as well. 

Since rhythm plays such an important role in dance, it is not surprising to 

observe several factors contributing to the rhythmic emphasis occurring on the first 

beats of measures two and four. In fact, this accentuation could be said to occur on 

the first beat of every other measure, beginning with the second full measure. It just 

happens to be emphasized more heavily, especially in this example, in the second and 

fourth measures. 

Located on a metrically strong beat (beat one of a three beat measure), these 

notes are marked with an accent (creating a dynamic accent), and are of longer 

duration (half notes—though technically an agogic accent is based solely upon 

duration, independent of metrical location or dynamic level), which is further 

emphasized by a fermata. Beat one in measure six is also marked with an accent, but 

no fermata. The final note, although in a strong position metrically, lacks additional 

accentuation. 

The accented notes are the concluding notes of each phrase, and are stressed 

melodically: the upward leap is followed by a descending step-wise resolution to the 

final note (G to E-flat to D in measures one and two and F to C to B-flat in measures 

three and four). An argument can be made for harmonic emphasis as well-note the 

implied harmonic changes at these cadence points—I to V at measures one and two. 
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V to I at measures three and four, I to V at measures five and six, and V to I at 

measures seven and eight. 

This two-measure phrase can be considered as the cell of the basic varsovienne 

motive. It is at least as important rhythmically as it is melodically. The dotted 

rhythm seen in the anacmsis opening comes to permeate variants of the varsovienne, 

sometimes dominating the rhythm to the extent that almost no straight rhythms can be 

found. These traits can be seen in the two varsoviennes mentioned previously, by 

Abadie and by Dodworth, from 1854 (see the first two scores in Appendix A). 

However, these pieces are formally and harmonically more complex than the 

Southwestem variants-probably due to the fact they were intended for parlor 

performance rather than the actual accompaniment of dance. All of the above traits 

reflect the influence of the mazurka. 

The Mazurka and Related Dances 

The term "mazurka" has come to be used as a label for several folk dances 

originating in different geographic areas within Poland. The mazur or mazurek was 

danced by the people from Mazovia near Warsaw, the krakowiak from the Krakow 

area, and the kujawy (or kujawiak) from the Kujawy district. Although the earliest 

mazurkas date from the 16th century, those that made it into the ballrooms of France 

and England were probably more similar to mazurkas danced in the German courts of 

the late 17th and 18th centuries.'* 

At the most basic level, the varsovienne and the mazurka are identical in their 

use of triple meter and dotted rhythms. Although it is not yet evident on a larger 

scale (due to the brevity of Example 1), there is a certain amount of similarity in the 

stmcture of the mazurka and the varsovienne, the mazurka being made up of two or 

four sections of six or eight measures, each repeated. The distinction between the 

'"Anne Swartz, "The Polish FoUc Mazurka," Studia Musicologica 17 (1975) 252-
253: "By the middle of the sixteenth century, the mazurka rhythms and accentual 
characteristics were just beginning to find their way into neighboring countries such as 
Germany and Sweden." Gene FuUer, "The Mazurka," Let's Dance 22.4 (1%5) 1-2. 
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mazurka and die varsovienne appears to initially stem from differences in 

accentuation. 

In die mazurka, accents are placed on eidier the second or diird beat of Uie 

measure, occasionally even shifting between die two" (see Example 2). 

Example 2: Mazurka rhythms from die New Grove article, "Mazurka," 
compared widi the varsovienne rhythm, and the varsovienne rhythm rebarred. 

(a) 

"" ' n i l J. mnj J ĵ  
J 

m 
5JI1J J | j J J i f f l j J J J J (c) 3 

(d,) varsovienne 

y > 
(dz) varsovienne rebarred (accent shifts to beat two; 

ni J Jj nj J ij J 

Most of the examples of mazurkas found in MGG and the New Grove, as well as 

most of the mazurkas included in the dance manuals, begin on a downbeat. It is 

interesting to see what rebarring does to the varsovienne rhythm in terms of 

transforming it into a mazurka rhythm, note Examples 2(d,) and 2(d2). The example 

below, from Chopin's Mazurka Opus 7, No. 2, A minor.'̂  resembles the varsovienne 

"Czeslaw Halski and Maurice Brown, "Mazurka," New Grove Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians (London: Macmillan, 1980) 11, 865. 

'*Per Mazurkas for the Piano by Frdddric Chopin, a list by Dr. Isaak of 
Northwestern University distributed to his piano pedagogy class, 1993: 51 mazurkas 
total; 28 mazurs, 5 kî 'awiaks. 7 obertas (a folk mazurka with a fast tempo), and 11 
hybrids. Thanks to Shiow Fen Homg for sharing this list with me. 
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in its anacmsis opening, the accent on the first beat of measure two and the metrical 

weight of the first beat in measures four and eight. 

Example 3: Chopin, Mazurka. Opus 7 Number 2, A minor, measures 1-8. 

Vivo, ma non troppo J • tto Op.7 Nr2 

(£d. « } (J^.timilt) 

j'ffl'li i >. 1 

5 «•'•»"• 

'." * f 

i 
ilreUo 

i » 

^ 

^m 
^ 

? 

I ? 

Note die similarity between the first full measure of Example 3 and the fu-st measure 

of Example 2(d2). Also, note the similarities between the Chopin excerpt and 

Example 1. Besides the rhythmic traits pointed out above, the phrase stmcture of 

Uiese eight measures can be broken into two larger phrases (4-f 4), each of which can 

be further divided into two smaller phrases (2+2). Two-measure phrases are 

characteristic of foUc mazurkas, as is "regular phrasing" and "formal stmcture based 

on repeated sections."" These traits are seen in die foUc mazurkas in Example 4 and 

Example 5, a kujawy and krakowiak. 

Example 4: Kujawy (Swartz, 254). 

m^m^^^^ ;f" ̂ f̂ 

"Swartz, 249. 
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Example 5: Krakowiak (New GroveV 

The excerpt from the kujawy (Example 4), is significant primarily for the 

melodic elements seen in the opening bars, though the rhythmic aspect is not to be 

ignored. Similarly, the opening of the krakowiak (Example 5) is relevant, but 

primarily in the rhythmic dimension, with the melodic elements playing a secondary 

role." In the kujawy (excepting the opening G), the melody is made up of a series of 

ascending intervals (a perfect fourth, followed by a major third, and another perfect 

fourth), followed by a whole-step retracement—forming the oudine of a major ninth 

resolving downward to the octave. This pattem, although not necessarily appearing in 

all kujawys. is a motive characteristicaUy seen in the opening of Hispanic variants 

with roots in New Mexico. Regarding melodic contour, the opening of the krakowiak 

is essentially the same as the kujawy. The difference is in the intervals involved, all 

thirds, resulting in a span of a major seventh between the first and fourth notes. 

However, the descending segment (the fourth, fifth, and sixth notes of the pattem) is 

also like that of the New Mexican variants. 

Another interesting similarity can be found in the rhythm—especially the 

accentuation of the melody. Although the krakowiak is in duple meter, the accents 

placed on the off beats in measures one and two create the illusion of a three-beat 

measure preceded by an upbeat—exacdy what is found in the opening measures of the 

New Mexican variants! And, it is the same effect seen at the opening of the kujawy. 

In the latter case, the dotted quarter/eighth-note pair puts more emphasis than normal 

on beat three of measure one than it would normally receive. The subsequent high 

"The krakowiak used in Example 5 is considered "one of the best known tunes," 
H. A. Schimmerling, Folk Dance Music of the Slavic Nations (New York: Associated 
Music PubUshers, 1951) 69. Schimmerling cites incipits of six variants of this 
krakowiak. as well as textual incipits of lyrics in both Polish and German. 
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note of the motive then follows on beat one of the next measure, restoring the normal 

accentual pattem of triple meter. 

Another folk dance previously mentioned as possibly significant is the 

"Bauemtanz," Ulustrated in Example 6. It appears in the section on Scandinavian 

dances in Frazer as "Schwedischer Bauemtanz aus Upland," [Swedish Peasant Dance 

from Upland]." The rhythm is a tmncation and repetition of the mazurka rhythm seen 

in Example 2(a); the pattem is sequenced in a manner reminiscent of the varsovienne 

tune-type. Significandy, the same tune is included as an example in a 1975 article on 

the Pohsh foUc mazurka, under the simple tide, "Bauemtanz."^ 

Example 6: Bauemtanz (Frazer, 305). 

E S ^ gFBgPpgpg^SBgli 

In summary, the common musical characteristics of the mazurka, kujawy. 

krakowiak. and Bauemtanz include triple meter (or in the case of the krakowiak. triple 

accentuation within a dupie meter), use of dotted rhythms, anu two- or four bar 

phrasing. That all these traits are common also to the varsovienne seems to strongly 

support the likelihood of a Polish origin. 

Overview of the Variants 

Tunes for over sixty Southwestem varsovienne variants were collected. 

Arizona and Califomia are represented with three each, Colorado with two, Texas 

five, twenty-four from New Mexico, and fourteen from Utah. Of those from Utah, 

however, one originated in Arizona, and three in New Mexico—one of these via the 

San Luis VaUey in southem Colorado. The remainder of the variants are from the 

1.Uly Grove Frazer, Dancing (Boston: Litde, Brown and Co., 1895) 304-305. 

^Swartz, 254. 
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Southwest generally. Three of the Texas variants were found on commercial 

recordings. All but one of the New Mexican variants are from Hispanic 

communities,*' as are three of the Utah variants; the musicans playing those variants 

were originally from New Mexico and southem Colorado.'*̂  

A number of the variants appearing in published or printed sources are 

arranged for piano. Most of die Utah variants, specifically those from Mormon 

communities, are played on the piano. Almost all of the Hispanic variants, whether 

from New Mexico, Utah, or Colorado, are played on a melody instmment-usually the 

fiddle—with guitar accompaniment. More than five variants are for instmmental 

ensembles, ranging from the orquesta tipica (two violins, guitar, and bass) to 

ensembles reflecting the performance capabilities of the local musicians within the 

community (e.g., the Romero group, consisting of guitar, saxophone, dmms, and bass 

or the Orderville lUT] Orchestra, with harmonica, violin, and guitar).'*' The variants 

overwhelmingly reflect the standard eight-measure phrase stmcture seen in most dance 

tunes. Many are comprised of only two sections which are repeated as needed to 

accompany the dancers (see Figure 2). 

'''R. P. Christeson, ed. The Old-Time Fiddler's Repertory: Two Hundred Forty-
five Traditional Tunes, v.2. (Columbia, Missouri: University of Missouri Press, 
1984) 150: "Put Your Litde Foot," "In the old ballroom music, this was known as 
the 'Varsovienne.' This dance was popular at Las Cmces, New Mexico, dances in 
die late 1940s." 

'̂ T̂he San Luis Valley of Colorado was initially setded by Hispanics; subsequent 
setders included a large percentage of Mormons. 

"'James Romero y los Amigos, field recording from the Utah Arts Council; also 
the Orderville Orchestra from Kane County, Utah. 
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AB (regular) 
AB (irregular) 
AAB 
ABA 
ABB 
ABAB' 
AABB 
ABCC 
AABBA 
AABAAC 
AABBCC 
ABABAB 
ABB'ABB' 
ABCCABC 
ABBAABAB 
ABCDA'BCD 
AABBA'A'BBAABB' 
AAB[modulation|CCDDCCDD' 
introABB 
introABBAABAB 

Figure 2. Diversity of stmctures in variants. 

All are in major keys: predominandy G, followed by F and C, then D; one each in 

E-flat, B-flat, and A. Three are in multiple keys: G/F, G/C, and D/G. The 

predominance of G is probably due to the fact that G is a comfortable key for those 

playing fiddle, guitar, or banjo. 

Nine of the variants have texts associated with them (found in Appendix B). 

The texts of the Hispanic variants are in Spanish and almost universally have a line 

asking Comadre Juana to come dance when the varsoviana begins to play.'" The texts 

^"Comadre Juana, . . . venga a bailar. La Varsoviana . . .que van a tocar," 
(Sedillo, also Robb 67F/2071); "Comadre Juana vamos a bailar La varsoviana que 
van a tocar," (Anderson, also MIFA). "Comadre" is "godmother"; baptisms were an 
occasion calling for a dance. There is a delightful New Mexican tall-tale about a man 
who is asked by a bear to be the compadre (godfather) at the baptism of a bear cub. 
It is customary for the compadre and comadre to host a bade (dance) in honor of the 
baptism. When the man is telling the tale he says, "You should have seen those bears 
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containing "Put Your Litde Foot" tend to be found in the Anglo variants; this phrase 

is associated with a specific musical motive which will be discussed presendy. The 

Hispanic variants in which the "Put Your Litde Foot" text and motive appears tend to 

date from 1940 or after. Another phrase of text which has come to be associated with 

a unique musical motive is, "Mascando chicote." What is particularly interesting 

about this text and motive is the fact it appears only in the Hispanic variants with 

origins in the Rio Grande corridor of New Mexico. The "Mascando chicote" phrase 

and motive—which is the motive resembling those found in kujawys and krakowiaks 

(Examples 4 and 5), will also be discussed later. 

Motives Used in the Varsoviennes 

In spite of all this apparent variety, there are certain traits which mark these 

pieces as varsoviennes. Dotted-rhythms appear frequendy, and the accent on the first 

beat of the second and fourth complete measures occurs in at least one section of 

nearly every variant. In addition, there seem to be at least three, and possibly as 

many as six, distinctive melodic (and often rhythmic) motives which occur throughout 

the variants in a variety of combinations. 

Motive A (Example 7) is taken from the varsovienne appearing in Grove and 

New Grove, which has already been discussed in some detail. 

Example 7: Motive A, measures 1-2, of the varsovienne in Example 1. 

-I i^k^ii^ff 

Example 8 features variants whose melodic contour essentially resembles that of 

Example 1: an ascending anacmsis (usually spanning a third), followed by a 

descending leap, then an ascending leap which resolves downward by step. 

Rrnwn Federal Writers' Project Manuscripts. (Albuquerque: University of New 
Mexico Press, 1978), 152. 
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Example 8: Variants with melodic contour similar to Motive A. 

Ohrlin [cl943], measures 8-16. 

ip )[,ii J ri '"- '-rtr^ii"-*nii- '- HiJ.^-J^ifi' 
Robb (B628) 1949, measures 8-16. 

f i i L-fiTji [ ir fiiCfi'f It Qiliim ^ ^s^ 

Robb (R2550) 1973, measures 8-16. 

r-u/n i|i'' ^ijMx uf'r+i^^J^i( I -'iJ 

The most consistent deviation seen in these variants is in the size of the 

intervals. Instead of the smaller interval coming first (the descending leap following 

the anacmsis), the larger intervallic leap comes first, followed by the smaller leap-die 

initial descending interval (a perfect fifth) is "filled-in" by the addition of the third. 

Note, too, the variations in rhythm of the anacmsis figure. In the next group of 

variants (Example 9), the melodic contour of Motive A has been inverted. 

Example 9: Variant with melodic contour an inversion of Motive A. 

Conley Icl940] 4, measures 8-16. 

:! ni( ^ 111,. nî  1 (i( I HI, I I |1 , ni, , i n 

The following excerpts (Example 10), while reflecting the varsovienne's characteristic 

rhythmic emphasis, show further alterations of the melodic contour. It becomes a 

descending or ascending melodic line, or is flattened out entirely into a series of 

repeated notes. It is worth noting in Examples 8, 9 and 10 that most of the 

excerpts are from the second section (section B) of the variants, thus the rhythmic 

emphases occur on the first beat of measures 10 and 12. 
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Example 10: Variants with further alterations of the melodic contour 

Riddle-McKeown 1940 (F major), measures 8-16. 

^m 
Mares 1946 (D major), measures 8-16. 

iritiii^^^^i^ Li inni i uiittTt|r iiiiTi I 
Robb 1952 (R1093), measures 8-16. 

I^^^^^^^^^ippli^iippl 
Kartchner [n.d.j, measures 8-16. 

Another motive, a descending diatonic figure usually appearing cadentially, is also 

found in many variants. It is similar to Example 1 in that it creates an mcreased 

rhythmic drive to the phrase ending. Likewise, the use of a triplet figure in place of 

or in addition to the dotted figure, appears in a number of variants. 

Example 11: Filling in of quarter-note pattem and descending 
scalar motive (cadential). 

Sedillo 1935, measures 9-16. 

f ^ f j . ' U a k ^ i ) DHiJ J i p ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Mares 1946 (A major), measures 8-16. 

^> ciit r r If (-ij^i I || ĵ i| I ^ ^ p ^ ^ 

Riddle-McKeown 1940 (B-flat major), measures 8-16. 

4<^H-^tf-if-T ll'IQfjIi' I 1̂  ̂  n n {fTllTJtigii 
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Example 11: continued. 

MIFA [n.d.], measures 16-24. 

^^I'̂ td' Ml̂ '̂ rH'̂ H -i\^n:^ii>\H-i\i%^0 J ' ^ ' n t» 

In addition to occurring cadentially, diatonic scalar passages are sometimes employed 

motivically in an extended form (see Example 12). 

Example 12: Diatonic scalar pattem used motivically. 

WPA 1942, measures 16-24. 

'f^miiixiijH ^imiuijV '^mi[uuin''miumj'>i' 
Mares 1946 (D major), measures 1-8. 

fifJti/liif riji/jSfiipoLiriitjiff L i j i r ^ 
MIFA [n.d.], measures 1-8. 

(fil i,'(;i>lN(.it̂ |l vi,'Dlifu^ |̂i ''m\UUij\^ ^^mk^^ 

Czamowski 1950, 49, measures 8-16. 

f i I'J tj'uwf [}\\\[iw\^ [ii^fugit [imwi 
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"Put Your Litde Foot" 

The varsovienne tune which is the most familiar to people today is the one 

usually associated with the text, "Put Your Litde Foot." Indeed, all of die most 

recent commercially available varsoviennes located, performed by Texans or recorded 

in Texas, use the "Put Your Litde Foot" motive. This motive seems to be derived 

from the opening short phrase of Example 1, especially the first three notes. In many 

cases, the variants have preserved both the rhythmic pattem ( J ^ J ^ J beginning on 

an anacmsis) and the melodic pattern-three pitches, each a step higher than the one 

preceding (Example 1, measures 1-2; 3-4; 5-6). In a number of the variants, this 

basic pattem has been used as a point of departure. The dotted rhythm continues into 

the next measure and sometimes beyond, while the opening interval is expanded, the 

three notes forming a second inversion melodic triad. A half-step interval (usually 

lower) has come to be associated with this rhythmic pattem, as well, occurring on the 

second dotted-eighth/sixteenth figure. A rhythmic alteration which occurs fairly often 

is: J | f ) J J 
A similarity among the variants is the stmcture of the larger phrase. The four-

or five-note segment is repeated three times with an ending segment bringing the 

phrase to a close. The phrase thus ends on beat one, measure 4-usually with a note 

of longer note value (stress on measure 4). These four measures are usually 

sequenced, though the ending segment may differ to allow for a retum to the tonic. 

Example 13: Variants employing "Litde Foot" motive. 

Anderson 1940, measures 1-8. 

f 
WPA 1942, measures 8-16. 

p J-] iKlh'll^^ f]\^^ ( M j1lQ) i l lQl j l i r j l^ 
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Example 13: continued. 

Ohrlin [cl9431, measures 1-8. 

MIFA [n.d.], measures 8-16. 

rs 
.^J] I i.^J'.l I iJ .̂ht uLxAm I i , t j ^ ^ i; X J \irfis=^ 

^ ee 

Th^ N^w Mexici<n V/2rti9ViV?n« and Mq^rqnAn Chicote 

Among the more interesting varsovienne tunes are the Hispanic variants 

coUected along the Rio Grande River corridor, running through the middle of New 

Mexico and north into the San Luis Valley of southem Colorado. Unfortunately, 

although there are numerous 19th-century accounts of the New Mexican's love of 

dance," the earliest description of a Saturday night dance which includes what seems 

to be a reference to la varsoviana appears in a 1935 article describing the social lives 

of the residents of Hot Springs, New Mexico* In honor of St. Anthony's feast day 

(June 13), a dance was held in Lojito, an adjacent "community--in actuality a large 

house inhabited by an extended family. The dance was held in the largest room of the 

house, with the furniture either pushed up against the walls or moved out entirely. 

Until larger communal buildings (such as churches and schools) were built, holding a 

dance in a home was the norm across the frontier. 

"William Litchman, "Spanish Social Dancing in New Me«co, ca. 1840," Q M 
nance andSone 9 (1987) 28-31; and numerous descriptions oi fandangos mAbailes 
^ ^ £ S i s , k^L^^M^M^Om^^^^^^^^ (New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1857; Reprint, Santa Fe: Rydell Press, 1938). 

-Helen Zunser,"A New Mexican Village," The lourpal of American FolKlorg 
48.188(1935)125-178. 
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The dances mentioned include the schottische, quadrille, "cowboy dance," 

cotillion, and die Barcelona, which " . . . was danced to only one tune, a special one. 

Two partners face the same way, and the steps are formal."'' The remark about die 

tune being "special" calls to mind die definition of die varsoviana in Desrat's 

Pictionnaire du O^nse (1895): ["This dance . . . necessitates special music 

(indicating these pauses)."]*' 

As for the "special" tune, the Hispanic variants with roots in New Mexico are 

tmly unique in their use of a melodic motive found in no odier group of varsoviennes. 

In addition to presenting die pauses mentioned in Desrat's definition, die motive itself 

bears strong resemblance to motives seen in die two types of folk mazurkas discussed 

previously: die krakpwi^ (Example 5) and die kujawiak (or kujawy) (Example 4). 

In contrast to the kujawy. however, the variants continue the motive by descending a 

third (which returns them to the pitch of the third note), creating a six-note pattem. 

This pattem is repeated-usually two times more. The intervallic relationship of the 

sixdi note in the pattern to the first note is that of a sixth. Although diis is not the 

interval occurring between the opening G and the following D found in measure one 

of the kujawy. at least there is a correspondence of direction and disjunctness. 

Example 14: Unique motive found in New Mexican variants. 

Sedillo 1935, measures 1-8. 

Riddle-McKeown 1940 (F major), measures 1-8. 

,f.>.i irr.( n ̂ . i ifj ̂  f. 1 1 ^ ^ ^ - ^ % : ^ ^ ^ ^ 

'̂Zunser, 149. 

*'Desrat, 368. 
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Example 14: continued. 

New Mexico WPA 1942, measures 1-8. 

fi |.r îaî nirjJ].c îr.jti-Qi) n - ' i V P W i ^ x ^ u ^ 
Utah Arts Council [n.d.] (Herrera y Vallejo), measures 1-8. 

fij'.^iij^j-ni(i^'.^ifiuaiL;^r;^iu^-i^iu'^^W 
n-

Robb [cl951] (R1458), measures 1-8 

fe^^%i^^%^^g^g^'[,n^up^TO^gfW^ 

Note die undotted rhydim, much like that of the krakowiak. found in the Sedillo and 

Utah Arts Council excerpts. The remaining variants reflect a trochaic (long/short) 

rhythm-whether notated by a dotted-rhythm, by triplets, or die use of 9/8 meter. 

Note also, that this motive occurs as the opening section (measures one dirough eight) 

of the variants, as opposed to the motive seen in die variants of Examples 8, 9 and 

10. The last example above (Robb R1458) seems to be a hybrid of die unique 

krakowiak-like motive-die three-note anacmsis and first beat of measure one, d'-g'-b -

d^-and die dotted-eighdi/sixteenth-note half-step characteristic of die "Put Your Little 

Foot" motive-die d'-c# -̂d^ at die beginning of measure one. 

An additional curiosity about the krakowiak-like motive involves four points: 

an association widi a text beginning "Mascando chicote," a passing reference to a 

dance seen at New Mexican weddings called die " Vals Chiqueado Varsovianas,"'' a 

game-"Va/5^ C/z/^w/ao"-discussed by Ruben Cobos (a folklorist whose field 

*'New Mexico Writers' Project/WPA, "Spanish-American Wedding Customs," El 
PaiadQ 49-1 (19'̂ 2) 1-6. I was unable to confirm the citation when I examined the 
WPA files on wedding customs in die New Mexico State Historical Library, January 
1994. 
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recordings are also found in the Robb collection),'*' and a choreographic variant of the 

varsoviana called "Mascando chiquite."^^ The song, "Mascando chicote," is included 

by F. S. Curtis in his article, "Spanish Songs of New Mexico," appearing in 1925 

(see Example 15)." The only reference Curtis makes regarding provides scant 

information: "Mascando Chicote, . . . is decidedly modem in theme, and would 

seem to have had its origin either as a personal allusion or as one of the songs made 

in general satirization of the strange habits of the younger generation."" 

Example 15: Curtis, "Mascando Chicote" (1925). 

(fi'iJf nr j , [ u ^ ( i r Di'ii r f If- ^ ^^^^^m ^ 

mTTyi p ^ ^ wm ;i-=7 F m £ 
rla^coMdb e.**"«c» ê »v**st*.~Ao cU«c«»t«^ i^f.scAMj* c^'ioit. "to A© e l ^i ĉ  

At least superficially, the basic traits of "Mascando Chicote" as cited in Example 15-

triple meter, eight-measure phrases which can be subdivided into two-measure 

segments, and similar melodic contour-are reflected in the Hispanic varsoviennes 

using the krakowiak-like motive. 

The "Valse chiquiao" (the word "chiquiao," a variant of "chiquiado," may be 

loosely translated: to spoil, pamper, or treat like a child; QL to play hard to get), is a 

game involving both dancing and die recitation of verses. A chair placed in the center 

""Ruben Cobos, "New Mexican Game of 'Valse Chiquiao,'" Westem Folklore 
15.2(1956)95-101. 

'•Miriam D. Lidster and Dorodiy Tamburini, Folk Dance Progressions (Belmont, 
CaHfomia: Wadswordi Publishing Co., 1965) 215-218, and Eleanor Wakefield, Ffiilk 
p̂ n̂ring in America (New York: J. Lowell Pratt and Co., 1966) 91-93. 

"In Publications of the Texas Folklore Societv 4 (1925) 18-29. 

"Curtis, 20. 
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of the dance floor is then occupied by one or the other of a couple at the request of 

the bastonero (the dance leader). The task of the standing partner is to entice the 

seated partner back to the dance floor. This involves coaxing with witty verse (in 

quatrains), usually comphmentary, but occasionally sarcastic-sometimes improvised, 

other times rehearsed well in advance. During the recitation of the verses, the dance 

is halted, not to begin again until the seated partner leaves the chair. A comparison of 

the Valse Chiquiao with a description of the krakowiak points up some interesting 

similarities: 

The Krakowiak is a circular dance accompanied by songs, sometimes 
flattering or satirical, and improvised at the moment when the dancers 
pause after a round. The man of the first couple has to start this song 
of praise (or otherwise) of his fair partner.*̂  

"Comadre Juana (La Varsovianna with words)," [Robb R2071; 1965], is a 

varsoviana which combines a Mascando Chicote text variant with a phrase of text 

associated with a number of varsovianas, Comadre Juana: "Comadre Juana, venga a 

bailar; La varsoviana, que van a tocar" [Godmother Juana, come dance, when they 

play La varsoviana]. The melody associated with the mascando chicote text is the 

krakowiak-like motive discussed above. 

Example 16: "Comadre Juana (La Varsovianna with words)," 

Robb R2071 (1965). 

& 
^ 

r^^^ijA^m 
/.. 

"̂ Frazer, 235. 
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Example 16: continued. 

^ ^ ^ 
;'' " r - i' ^ î  I ' .- r' ^ —-: •—H—J f ^ — H — ' ^ v— t-i . 

^ ^ a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ''..rr-j'h - g 
6.C. Ki f;„L. 

The "Mascando Chicote" in Example 16 was recorded in 1965; die descriptions of die 

choreographic variants of die varsovienne, Mascando chiquite, appear in collections of 

folk dances pubhshed in 1965 and 1966." 

To summarize, varsoviennes display a high level of musical continuity, 

regardless of date or geographic association. In die broadest sense, this musical 

continuity is reflected by the use of triple meter, often an anacmsis opening, use of 

dotted rhythms, an agogic emphasis on the first beats of measures two and four, and 

regular eight-measure phrases—often comprised of four- or two-measure units. The 

basic varsovienne motive, significant both rhythmically and melodically, is clearly 

illustrated in the eight-bar example found in all the editions of Grove Dictionary of 

Music and Musicians since the first (1879). 

In addition to the "basic" varsovienne motive, a number of additional motives 

occur, many of which are derived ft'om the basic motive. The variations can be in 

melodic contour, including intervallic expansion or contraction, inversion, repetition, a 

filling in of intervals with faster note values, and melodic truncation with reiteration. 

Motives not obviously derived from the basic varsovienne motive include a descending 

diatonic figure used cadentially, a repeated diatonic figure (usually descending, often 

sequenced), and a unique melodic motive which strongly resembles motives seen in 

"Neither Lidster nor Wakefield includes a tune (in score) for Mascando Chiquite. 
However, Lidster cites a recording on phonodisc ASP302A; Wakefield cites Festival 
F-6010A. I have not yet acquired either and have no idea if the music resembles that 
of the varsoviana or of Mascando Chicote. 
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two types of Polish folk mazurkas, krakowiaks and kujawiaks. and occurring only in 

Hispanic variants from the Rio Grande corridor. However, the motive which is 

probably most familiar today is one associated with the lyrics, "Put Your Litde Foot." 

The "Litde Foot" motive is usually in a dotted-rhythm, employing a distinctive 

descending half-step interval. Lastiy, the folk variants are usually simpler, employing 

fewer motives and consisting of fewer sections-usually only two, though sometimes 

three, which are repeated. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE VARSOVIENNE: DANCE STEPS 

The nineteenth-century saw a flourishing of social dance. As was mentioned 

previously, in addition to the waltz some of the more popular dances included the 

mazurka, polka, schottische, redowa, and many hybrids of the mazurka and polka, 

e.g., the polka-mazurka and die polka-redowa. The steps of the varsovienne adopted 

the tuming of the dancing couple employed in the waltz, and utilized steps derived 

from the polka and mazurka. 

The polka, from Bohemia, was introduced in Paris and London in 1843,'^ 

though it had been around since die 1830's. Although die polka is in duple meter, it 

commences with a hop on the upbeat followed by step-close-step, giving it a 

characteristic a-one-and-two rhythm ("and-quick-quick-slow"). It was incredibly 

popular, and of the three dances—mazurka, polka, and varsovienne-the polka is the 

one which has had lasting widespread appeal. 

The mazurka preceded the polka in London by about thirteen years." The 

mazurka, polka, and polka-mazurka are described by Henri Cellarius in his dance 

instmction manual, La danse des salons, published in 1844. That same year it 

appeared in an English translation. The Drawing-Room Dances, but was not published 

in the United States until 1847." Initially, there was no single mazurka step. A clear 

description of the mazurka as described by Cellarius is found in Lloyd Shaw's The 

''̂ Janice Kleeman, "The Origins and Stylistic Development of Polish-American 
Polka Music," (Dissertation, University of CaHfomia, Berkeley, 1982) 13-24. For a 
discussion of the relationship between the krakowiak and polka, see pages 21 and 41-
42. In addition, see Victor Greene, A Passion for Polka: Old-Time Ethnic Music in 
America (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1992), especially Chapter 7, 
"Regional Crossover Bands, I: Texas and Minnesota, 1930-1950," 140-161. 

"A description of the mazurka appears in The [London] Observer. 25 April 1830. 

"Cellarius, Drawing-Room Dances. 1847. The varsovienne does NOT appear in 
this edition; it is, however, included in the addendum of the 1858 edition, page 102. 
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Round Dance Book (240-242)." Unlike the polka, the mazurka is in triple meter. 

Instead of employing a hop, it incorporates a cut-step, where the weight bearing foot 

is displaced by a leap onto the other foot.* This coincides with the accented second-

beat of the measure. 

Essentially, the polka-mazurka united the polka step to the triple-meter music 

of the mazurka.'̂ ^ This combination of the polka and the mazurka step is often used to 

describe the step employed in the nineteenth-century varsovienne. The varsovienne 

steps found in the nineteenth-century dance manuals are far from being uniform. In a 

letter to the author (30 July 1993), Richard Powers, the dance historian at Stanford 

University and specialist in nineteenth-century dance, suggested the following: 

Be sure to keep comparison charts of the different versions: the ones that 
use the Polka Redowa step for tuming versus a waltz or two-step/galop; the 
4-bar phrases versus 8-bar (or even 2-bar); the versions that have two parts 
(A and B) versus three (A,B and C); those that travel with Mazurka steps on 
the B part, versus Polka Redowa steps; and so on. 

"Lloyd Shaw was an educator in Colorado Springs, Colorado, whose book. 
Cowboy Dances (Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers, Ltd, 1939) and touring Cheyenne 
Mountain [High School] Dancers did more to fuel the resurgence of traditional 
"westem" dancing, including both round and square dances, than anything else I am 
aware of. The Round Dance Book remains one of the best on the subject-both in 
readability and in scholarship (he did consult nineteenth-century sources). 

'̂Jane Harris, Anne Pittman, and Marlys Waller, Dance A While: Handbook of 
Folk. Square. Contra, and Social Dance, seventh edition (New York: Macmillan 
College PubHshing Co,, 1994) 43. 

"̂ 'Mary Helen Lomax, "Folk Dances From Four Selected Areas of Texas," 
unpublished thesis, Texas State College for Women, Denton, Texas, (1956) gives a 
description of die "Polka Mazurka" as danced by her informant as a young woman in 
San Antonio, Texas (119-121). It is interesting to note Ms. Lomax's recommendation 
for music: she cites Rudi Taichert's arrangement of "La Varsovianna (Put Your Litde 
Foot)" found in Santa Fe Songs and Dances (New York: 1940) and an Okeh 
phonodisc, Okeh no. 45243. She does, however, remark, "The record listed above is 
an old recording and may be difficult to obtain. Aldiough die tune to diis old 
arrangement is slighdy different from the currendy popular recordings of 
"Varsovienne" or "Put Your Litde Foot," diese may be used to accompany diis 
dance" (119). 
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Around die 1880's, a few of die dance manuals begin citing bodi an "Old 

Varsovienne" and a "New Varsovienne. "''̂  The same music could be used for eidier. 

A change taking place a bit later, in the early years of the twentieth-century, 

involved the position of the dancers-from closed position (partners facing, as in the 

waltz), to a more open position.'̂ ^ Bodi partners face die same direction (line of 

dance), the male partner diagonally behind to the left of the woman, hands about 

shoulder level, her right hand in his right, left hand in left. Oddly enough, diis 

position has come to be called the "varsovienne" position, regardless of what dance it 

is used in. Another account of this change in position has been related to a change in 

costume: 

Modification in the style and positions of the dance were made because of 
the cumbersome dress fashions of the time. The hop in the Mazurka was 
eliminated and the steps made graceful and controlled, in keeping with the 
elegance of the costume. The wide hoop skirt necessitated a shifting of the 
lady over to the man's side, with both facing and progressing in the same 
direction. That the dance enjoyed great popularity is attested to by the fact 
that 'Varsouvienne Position' today is a standard name for this position.^ 

However, in Hispanic communities la varsoviana continued to be danced in closed 

position rather than in the varsovienne position, though descriptions from New Mexico 

and CaHfomia in the mid-1930's support using the varsovienne position." 

The basic step of the varsovienne as it is currendy performed involves a 

"sweep" of one foot back and over the instep of the opposite foot (occurring on the 

upbeat), a "glide" forward of that same foot (on beat one), and a step forward onto 

'̂ Dodworth (1888); Dick's Ouadrille Book (1895). 

"Powers, 30 July 1993. 

'̂ Kulbitsky, 287. Note also changes in fashion discussed in Aldrich, 22-35; 
especially 25-27. 

"Use of closed position in Czamowski, 44; Lucero-White, 20. However, 
Anderson (1939) 11; Seddlo (1935) 28; and Zunser (1935) 149, all describe a position 
resembling the varsovienne position. 
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die opposite foot (on beat two).^ These particular steps are the ones usually 

associated with the "Put Your Little Foot" tune variants, primarily when danced in 

non-Hispanic communities (i.e., Anglo, Mormon, "cowboy," and other immigrant 

groups). Many variations on the basic step exist, a number of which are documented 

by Lloyd Shaw in The Round Dance Book (249-269).^' A variant documented in 

Arizona and Utah is a progressive varsovienne, where at the end of each verse of 

music, the woman moves on to a new partner.** Regardless of step variants used, the 

varsovienne steps were frequendy followed by a section danced with waltz steps. 

As found in the Hispanic communities of the Southwest, the varsovienne has 

been described as a lively dance, with "more leap, more dip, more speed, and more 

freedom in execution."^ Although la varsoviana has been considered a stately and 

gracefiil dance, the New Mexican variants were often described as being danced with 

a hop. The hop does not seem to have made it into the descriptions of la varsoviana 

by Sedillo and Lucero-White. As the older folks die without passing along their 

knowledge, the present generation of young dancers are being taught from these 

resources.'° As a result, this variant of the varsovienne seems to have disappeared. 

«Shaw, Round Dance. 248-249. 

^̂A number of these variants have been recorded on videotape and are housed at 
the Lloyd Shaw Archives in Albuquerque, New Mexico. I have not yet had the 
pleasure of viewing them. 

'"Merle Kartchner Shumway describes the "circle varsovienne" after playing it for 
a field recording for the Utah Arts Council ([n.d.]); see also Kenner C. Kartchner, 
Frontier Fiddler: The Life of a Nordiem Arizona Pioneer. Larry Shumway, ed., 
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1990) 263. Kenner Kartchner was the fadier of 
Merle Kartchner Shumway. A "Varsouvianna Progressive by Three," danced in 
Tucson, Arizona is described in Let's Dance (May 1951) 9. A Texas variant is 
included in Foot 'n' Fiddle (1951), as taught by Herb Greggerson. 

»Shaw Round Dance. 247. 

'•^r. Frank Herrera, teacher at the University High School in RosweU, New 
Mexico and dance coach for the Hondo Valley Fiesta Dancers, teaches la varsoviana 
as found in the Sedillo book. Per conversation with the author, 14 May 1993. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

FOR FURTHER STUDY 

And the dance goes on . . . the varsovienne, though not as widespread as in 

years gone by, remains a living part of the dance tradition-even if it is mainly on the 

square dance and country dance floors of Texas. Well over 130 years after its 

supposed creation, the varsovienne is still danced. It is taught as a folk dance, danced 

by modem club round and square dancers, performed by students celebrating their 

New Mexican hispanic heritage,̂ ' and is available on current commercially-released 

CD's.'^ The varsovienne shows no sign of going the way of the mazurka, redowa or 

minuet. Though perhaps not as popular as it once was, the varsovienne evidendy has 

appeal enough to keep it viable." 

Recommendations for Further Study 

There is still much which could be done on the varsovienne, let alone other 

social dances from the nineteenth century. A systematic examination of the 

nineteenth-century scores and dance instmction manuals would provide a stronger 

point of departure from which to analyze subsequent variants—both of the dance tune 

and the physical dance. With regard to the Southwestem United States, research in 

primary sources including diaries, oral histories, field recordings, and other local 

history and archival materials should be undertaken in order to gain a more accurate 

picture of what was being danced, when and where it was being danced, and the 

'̂Fiesta del Pueblo, Hondo Valley, New Mexico-I attended on 13 May 1993. 
Elementary and secondary student groups danced la varsoviana; steps from Sedillo to 
music from a commercially recorded LP. 

"Texas Dance Party 1991. 

"Mae Fraley, Letter to the author, 2 June 1993: "Remember, too, that whether 
or not a dance lives depends on the dancers—never has a dance master been able to 
promote a dance if it is not comfortable, fits the music and is t̂ n to do." 
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role and influence of dance, dance music, and dance musicians in the communities. 

This is particularly the case for Mormon communities, where oddly enough, instead of 

being condenmed by the religious leadership dancing was tolerated-sometimes even 

accepted-even if not always heartily endorsed or encouraged.'̂  

Although more is readily available on dance and the Hispanic communities of 

the Southwest-especially New Mexico, the lack of published material regarding 

Hispanic dance in Texas is a void which needs filling. Nelda Dmry, a folk dance 

instmctor in the San Antonio area, is purported to have been pulling together materials 

for a book on Hispanic folk dances of Texas for many years. This does not to be 

forthcoming, though she is highly regarded as a teacher of folk dance, and has a 

national reputation for her knowledge in the area of Hispanic folk dance." 

While Betty Casey's Dance Across Texas (1985) is aimed at a non-scholarly 

audience (it is primarily a dance instmction manual), her introductory chapters on the 

history of dance in Texas provide a useful overview. J. Olcutt Sanders, a folklorist, 

posted the following request: 

The various chapters of my book will deal with the significance of the 
Texas dance and its historical roots, the occasion for the dance (including 
accounts of some of the more famous dances and balls in Texas history), the 
preparations for a typical dance, the fiddler, the caller, the dancers (what they 
wore, etc.) social relations (inviting a date, chaperones, etc.), the commercial 
dance hall, the attitude of the churches, the calls for as many Texas square 
dance figures as possible (and how to do them), the round dances (and how to 
do them), fiddle tunes (their lore and some of the tunes themselves). . . .'^^ 

''^hus far, the best account of the place of dance in nineteenth-century Mormon 
life is Chapter Five, "Going Fordi in die Dance," from Michael Hicks, Mormonism 
and Music: A History (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1989) 74-90. 

"A number of people encouraged me to contact Ms. Dmry. I sent her a letter in 
July 1993, but have not received a reply. It was later suggested I telephone her, but I 
have not yet done so. 

^̂ J. Olcutt Sanders, [Letter to die readers], Soudiwestem Historical Ouarterly 50 
(October 1946) 273. 
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Unfortunately, this book does not seem to have been published, though other 

publications by Sanders exist.'' There appear to be plenty of resources available in 

various libraries, archives, and other repositories across the Southwest which should 

provide numerous research opportunities for the historians of music, dance, and 

culture in general. 

Conclusion 

The similarity of varsovienne tunes to those of Polish folk mazurkas, as well as 

the fact the varsovienne's steps seem to have been derived from those of the mazurka, 

make it seem foolish to refiite a Polish origin for the varsovienne. However, due to 

similarities seen between the Sjalaskiittan and the Swedish Bauemtanz. and the 

historical exchanges between Poland and Scandinavia-Sweden specifically, it also 

seems entirely possible there have been Scandinavian influences on the varsovienne. 

As the varsovienne was adopted into the folk dance repertoire of a nation, ethnic 

group, or other community, it is not surprising to see new traits-musical and in the 

steps-introduced. The similarity of musical motives varsoviennes found around the 

world make it a fascinating dance to study in tracing musical and cultural influences in 

the transformation of a social dance into the realm of folk dance. 

"Olcutt Sanders, "Honor die Fiddler!" Texian Stomping Grounds. J. Frank Dobie, 
et al., eds., (Austin: Texas Folklore Society, 1941) 78-90. 
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Sedillo, Mela. Mexican and New Mexican Folkdances. Albuquerque: University of 
New Mexico Press, 1935: 33. 
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Lucero-White, Aurora, et al. Folk-Dances of the Spanish-Colonials of New Mexico. 
Rev. 2nd ed., Santa Fe: Examiner Publishing Co., 1940: 22. 
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Riddle-McKeown, Milfred. "Native Spanish-American Dance Tunes of the San Luis 
VaUey, Colorado." Master's diesis, Arizona State Teacher's College, 
Flagstaff, Arizona, 1940: 53. 
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WPA Federal Music Project of New Mexico. Spanish-Am^riran Dance Tim^ ^f 
New Mexico- WPA Music Project Unit M [n.p.]: 1942: 35. 
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Mares, Pablo. "Spanish American Folk Songs and Dances of New Mexico " 
Master's diesis, Colorado State College, 1946: 57. 
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Mares, 1946: 58. 
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The J. D. Robb Archive of Southwestem Music, Albuquerque: University of New 
Mexico, Tape 190, B628, "U Varsovianna" (AZ), 1949. 
[Transciption of melody only. ] 
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Tait, William and Edna Tait. Folk Dancing the Westem Wav. Denver: Bill and 
Eddy Tait, 1949: "Put Your Little Foot." 
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The J. D. Robb Archive of Soudiwestem Music, Albuquerque: University of New 
Mexico, Tape 38 F, R1093, "Varsovianna" (NM), 1952. 
(Transciption of melody only.] 
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Robb, Tape 86 F, R2550, "U Varsovianna" (NM), 1973. 
[Transciption of melody only.] 
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Utah Arts Collection, field recording, [n.d.]. "The Varsouvienne" (Provo, UT), 
Merle Kartchner Shumway, piano. 
[Transciption of melody only.] 
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From the collection of the Society of FoUc Dance Historians, [n.d.]. "Put Your Litde 
Foot" [Texas]. 
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APPENDIX B 

VARSOVIENNES-LYRICS 
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"Mascando Chicote," in F. S. Curtis, Jr., "Spanish Songs of New Mexico," 
Publications of the Texas Folklore Society, no. 4 (May 1925), 24. 

Mascando chicote. Chewing on chewing gum, 
Mascando chicote. Chewing on chewing gum, 
Mascando chicote. Chewing on chewing gum, 

Todo el dia. All the day long. 
Mascando chicote. Chewing on chewing gum, 
Mascando chicote. Chewing on chewing gum, 
Mascando chicote. Chewing on chewing gum, 

Todo el dia. All the day long. 
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"La Varsoviana," in Mela Sedillo, Mexican and New Mexican FoUcdances. 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1935), 29. 

[Text presented separately from tune.] 

Comadre Juana, Comadre Juana, 
Comadre Juana, venga a bailar. 
La varsoviana. La varsoviana. 
La varsoviana que van a tocar. 

Compadre Pancho, Compadre Pancho, 
Compadre Pancho, venga a sacar 
La varsoviana. La varsoviana, 
La varsoviana que van a tocar. 
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"La Varsoviana," Mabel Seeds Spizzy Anderson and Gertmde Kinscella, La Fiesta: A 
Unit of Early Califomia Songs and Dances. (Lincoln, New York: University 
Publishing Co., 1939), 11. 

Varsoviana, varsoviana, quien te trago aqui, 
Yo solito, yo solito, vine a dor aqui; 
comadre Juana vamos a bailar 
La varsoviana que van a tocar; 
comadre Juana vamos a bailar 
La varsoviana que van a tocar. 

Dear Juana, dear Juana, 
How came you here? 
Sad and lonely, sad and lonely. 
Lonely came I here. 
Come, Juana, we will dance today 
The Varsoviana, with the tune so gay. 

**First 2 Hnes of text known as varsoviana by Profesora Leticia Varela (Hermosillo, 
Sonora, Mexico: March 1993), and Connie Garcia's papa, also from Mexico, 
approximately 70 years old (lived die past 43 yrs in Artesia, New Mexico: May 
1993). 
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"La Varsoviana (Put Your Litde Foot)," Ruth Parker Taichert, comp., Santa Fe FoUc 
Songs and Dances. (New York: Mills Music, 1940), 4-7. 

[Spanish text printed in italics undemeath English text. 1 
This song is also included in the Robb Collection (Robb 76/5 F/115): 
"'La Varsovianna' (piano y guitarra electrica con versos en ingles y espaiiol)," 

coUected by Ruben Cobos c.l940-50's. [Spanish text sung first] 

I'm gay night or day whenever they play La Varsoviana for a dance. 
Away I go gliding, say! it's inviting. Never hiding romance. 
In my heart forever be. Lovely tender melody. 
In my heart and memory, Varsoviana you are part of me. 
Put your litde foot, put your litde foot. 
Put your litde foot with mine. 
With your little foot, with your litde foot. 
With your litde foot keep time. 
I adore its litde swing. 
See your litde foot take wing. 
I implore you all to sing 
And have your hearts go tingaling-aling. 
Comadre, let us dance, comadre, let us dance 
Each time the Ulting music starts to play, 
Compadre, let us dance, compadre let us dance; 
By dancing you can drive your cares away. 
Ay, ay, ay, si, si. Come dance and let your heart be free. 
Ay, ay, ay, si, si. Come dance the night away with me. 

Estoy muy contento al escuchar La Varsoviana tocar. 
Me da mucha alegrid y sus notas me incitan a bailar. 
Suenos en mi corazon 
Melodia de pasion. 
Canta siempre el corazdn, Varsoviana, eres mi ilusion. 
Tu pequeno pie, tu pequeno pie. 
Junto al mio debe estar. 
Con tu Undo pie, con tu Undo pie, 
Guarda muy bien el compos. 
Me en amor a su vcdven. Armonid es un festin. 
Cantemos quil corazon 
Palpita haciendo lintilin-tilin. 
Comadre, bailemos, comadre, bailemos 
Sus notas saltan en mi corazdn, 
Compadre, bailemos, compadre, bailemos; 
Es lo mejor bailar para olvidar. 
Ay, ay, ay, si,si. Que bailando se esfeliz. 
Ay, ay, ay, si, si, Bailando se puede vivir. 
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"Put Your Litde Foot," in Glenn Ohrlin, The Hell-Bound Train: A Cowbov 
Songbook. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1973), 111-112. 

[from Arizona, c.1943] 

Put your litde foot, put your little foot. 
Your little foot right there. 
Put your litde foot, put your litde foot. 
Your litde foot right there. 
Take a step to the right, take a step to the left. 
Take a step to the rear, but forever stay near. 

Put your arm around, put your arm around. 
Your arm around my waist. 
Hold your arm around, hold your arm around. 
Your arm around my waist. 
While the moon's shining bright, and the music's just right. 
And you're holding me tight, we will dance through the night. 

Put your litde foot, put your litde foot. 
Your litde foot with mine. 
With your litde foot, with your litde foot. 
Your little foot keep time. 
Charming tender melody, in my heart and memory 
It is there you'll always be, varsouviana's part of me. 
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"'La Fiesta' (La Varsoviana^" in Irving Wolfe, Beatrice Krone, and Margaret 
FuUerton, Voices of America. (Chicago: FoUett Publishing Co., I960), 96-97. 

We've started on our way; We're off to Santa Fe; 
We're going to dance at the fiesta there. 
We've started on our way; We're off to Santa Fe, 
Where there is music playing in the square. 
Varsoviana we'll dance; The hours wUl swiftly fly away. 
Varsoviana we'll dance Till night is tuming into day. 

[Refrain] Put your litde foot. Put your litde foot. 
Put your litde foot right there; 
With your little foot. With your litde foot. 
With your little foot, take care. [Repeat refrain| 
Varsoviana we'll dance; The hours will swiftly fly away. 
Varsoviana we'll dance Till night is tuming into day. 
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Robb 67F/2071 "'Comadre Juana' {La Varsovianna widi words)" 
(New Mexico, 1965) 

Mascando chicote, mascando chicote, mascando chicote fie pino real] 
Mascando chicote, mascando chicote, mascando chicote [no sabinar] 
Comadre Juana venga a bailar. 
La Varsoviana que van a tocar. (fuU text repeated) 
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"La Varsoviana," [s.l., s.d.], from the vertical files in the Library of the Museum of 
Intemational FoUc Art, Santa Fe, New Mexico. 

I Mimeograph copy. | 

Comadre Juana vamos a bailar la Varsoviana que van a tocar 
si usted no sabe yo la ensenare vamos comadre bailaremos puis 
Varsovianaf,] Varsoviana quien te trajo aqui 
yo solitaf,] yo solita vine adar aquif.J 
Tra ra ra ra ra ra ra 
tra ra ra ra ra ra ra 
bailaremos con afdn 
la Varsoviana que van a tocar. 
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APPENDIX C 

MASTER LIST OF SOUTHWESTERN VARSOVIENNES 
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^ Music—score. 
ib Music—recording. 
O Steps. 
T Text. 

MIFA: Museum of Intemational FoUc Art (Santa Fe) 
NYPL: NY Public Library-Performing Arts/Dance 
SFDH: Society of FoUc Dance Historians (Austin, TX) 
UAC: Utah Arts CouncU 

DATE 
1854Ĵ  
1925>T 
1937><} 
1939Ĵ  
1939/40;* 
1939/40J> 
1939/49J^O 
[C.1940];* 
[c.l940]> 
[c.l940]J> 
[c.l940]J* 
1940Ĵ O 
1940>T 
1943> 
1946> 
1946> 
1947> 
1 9 4 8 > O T 

1948^ 
1949^ 
cl940-50^ 

[cl950]O 

1950;»O 
1950J*O 
1950^ 
1950O 
1950O 
1950/550 
195 U 
1951Ĵ  
1951 ̂  
195 U 
19510 

in A 
19510 

TITLE (nationality &/or publication locale^ 
Mexico. Varsoviana. (Paris) 
Mascando Chicote (NM) 
La Varsoviana (NM) 
La Varsoviana (CA) 
Barceliana (Bb; San Luis Valley, CO) 
Barceliana (F; San Luis Valley, CO) 
Cheyenne Varsouvianna (US; southwest) 
Varsovienna (E b; US-southwest) 
Varsovienna (C; US-southwest) 
Varsovienna/Put Your Litde Foot (US-SW) 
Put Your Litde Foot (Las Cmces, NM) 
La Varsoviana (NM) 
La Varsoviana (NM; NY) 
Put Your Litde Foot/Varsouviana (AZ) 
Varsuviana (A; NM) 
Varsuviana (D; NM) 
Varsovienne (Santa Fe, NM/NY) 
American Varsovienne (US) 
Varsovianna (AZ; Robb B648) 
La Varsovianna (AZ; Robb B628) 
Varsovianna (NM; Robb v.3 #42) 

[not avaU. until 1999] 
La Varsouvianna (Mexico) 

Nelda G. Lindsay 
La Varsouvianna (F; Pacific Grove, CA) 
La Varsouvianna (C; WatsonvUle, CA) 
La Varseliana (Llano, NM; Robb IIF #309) 
Varsovienna or Put Your Litde Foot (US) 
Varsouvienna (Put Your Litde Foot) (US) 
Varsouvianna (US) (Put Your Little Foot-TX) 
Varsoviana (NM; R254) 
Varsoviana (NM; R474) 
Varsoviana (NM; R490) 
Varsoviana (NM; R806) 
Put Your Litde Foot (Varsouvianna) 

CoUection of Couple Dances Dr. Roger Knapp Corpus Christi, TX 
Varsouvianna Progressive by Three (Tucson, AZ) SFDH 

Let's Dance (Aug.) 

COMP/COLL 
Abadie 
Curtis 
Sedillo 
Anderson 
Riddle-McKeown 
Riddle-McKeown 
Shaw 
Conley 
Conley 
Conley 
Christeson 
Lucero-White 
Taichert 
Ohrlin 
Mares 1946 
Mares 1946 
Mares 1947 
Duggan, V. 5 
Robb 
Robb 
Robb 

SFDH 

Czamowski 
Czamowski 
Robb 
Waudby 
Les Gotcher 
Harris 
Robb 
Robb 
Robb 
Robb 
from Chuck Rodi/TX 
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19510 

195 lO 

19510 

1952-6 
1953 O 

Varsouvianna Progressive by Three (Tucson, AZ) SFDH 
(photocopy, attrib. same source as above) 

Varsouvianna Progressive by Three (Tucson, AZ) SFDH 
(in Let's Dance May issue, p.9; same source as above) 

Varsouvianna Progressive by Three SFDH 
in Foot 'n' Fiddle (Herb Greggerson, [TX]) 

Varsoviana (NM; R1093) Robb 
Varsovienne Waltz (American) SFDH 

Let's Dance! FD Fed of CA; Dance Descriptions vol. VIII (April), 11-12 
1953 O Progressive Varsovienne (American) SFDH 

Let's Dance! FD Fed of CA; Dance Descriptions vol. VIII (April), 12 
Leader LED 2068 

Mexican Varsovienne Bossing 
Tune tide: Mexican Varseuvienne [sic] 

Varsovienne (US) Putney 
Mexican Varsouvianna (in Syllabus from Rocky Mtn Empire 

Annual SD Festival 5/6 & 7), choreography by Grace Perry man 
1956/700 Varsouvianna (US) Spiesman 
1958> Varsouvien (NM; R1458) Robb 
1958 FoUdore du monde: Mexique NYPL 
1959> Varsouvien (NM; R1459) Robb 
1959>0 Put Your Little Foot (US) Kulbitsky 
[196-?]^ Varsoviana (Bailes de Taoŝ  TRP 6 Los Charros 
[196-?]^ Varsoviana (Musica para una Fiesta^ CALP-ST-121 

1955-hO 

1955Ĵ O 
1955 O 

1960>T 
1961^ 

1962/640 
1963Ĵ  

Cantemos Records Taos, NM 
La Fiesta/La Varsoviana (NM/NY) 
The Souvienne (Altamont, UT) 

Leroy (vln) & Weltha ft)no) Thacker 
Varsovianna (Put Your Little Foot) (US-SW) 
Valse Varsoviana (NM; R1916) 

1963/19800 Put Your Litde Foot (Varsouvienne; US) 

Trio de Taos 
Wolfe, et al. 
UAC 

Kraus 
Robb 
Hall 

1964^ 

1965 ̂ T 
1965 O 
19660 
19660 
1966^0 

19680 
1970O 
1971/750 
1973^ 
19734 

arr. by Bob Wills Put Your Little Foot (TX) 
Longhom LPOOl 

Varsoviana [Mascando chicote] (NM; R2071) Robb 
Mascando Chiquite (NM) Lidster 
La Varsouvianna (ver.2: Put Your Little Foot) (US)Wakefield 
Mascando Chiquite (var. of La Varsouvianna) (NM)Wakefield 
La Varsoviana - nine variants (NM; CO) MIFA 

collected by Mansi Kem [presendy inaccessible] 
Put Your Litde Foot (American Varsovianna) Mynatt 
Put Your Litde Foot Vick and Cox 
Put Your Little Foot (US/NY) Buder and Buder 
Varsoviana (NM; R2550) Robb 
Varsoviana (NM; Robb v3 #88) Robb 
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19734 
19764 

19760 
C19774 

1978> 
1978-h 
19784 

19784 

1980O 
1980O 
19814 
19840 
1985 O 
19880 
199140 

Varsoviana (NM; Robb v3 #111) Robb 
Varsouvienna (Helper, UT) UAC 

Clarence Leland Davis (perf) 
Varsouvianna ("Put Your Litde Foot") Casey 1976 
La varsoviana (Polydor LPR 16245) Oscar Chavez & Tehua (perf) 

[on Anoranzas mexiĉ n̂ v;; recording of popular songs; MX] 
Cooper 
Stark 

UAC 

Varsoviana (NM) [similar to Stark] 
La Varsoviana (NM) 
Put Your Little Foot (TX) KIK-R CA-10012 

Al Dean & die All Stars 
[Varsouvienna] (Iron County, UT) 

Enoch Orchestra 
La Varsoviana (US) 
Put Your Little Foot (US) 
La Varsovianna (NM; Robb v3 #1185) 
Put Your Little Foot (US) 
Put Your Litde Foot (New Shoes, Varsouviana) (TX) Casey 1985 
Put Your Little Foot (TX) Rushing 
Put Your Litde Foot (aka Varsovianna or The Varsovienne) 

Pholeric 
Pholeric 
Robb 
Edward Murphy 

[n.d. 
[n.d. 

n.d.? 
[n.d. 

[n.d. 

[n.d. 

[n.d. 

[n.d. 

[n.d. 

[n.d. 

[n.d. 

[n.d. 
[n.d. 

on TX Dance Party TDP053CD Jim Gough and die Cosmopolitan Cowboys 
1993>T Varsoviana (HermosiUo, Sonora, MX) Dr. Leticia Varela 

>T La Varsoviana [Comadre Juana] (NM) MIFA vertical files 
O Varsouvianna (Put Your Litde Foot) (AZ) 

Valley of the Sun Sq. Dance Org. 
4 Varsouvienne (US; ?) Lloyd Shaw 103/4 Hank Greene 
4 Put Your Litde Foot (Stevenson/Carl Joumell) 

Grady Hester & his Texans/Four star label #3312//1366 
4 La Varsoviana (UT; formerly of San Luis Valley, CO and Blanco, NM) 

Douglas Vallejos (vln), Esther & Emaldo Herrera (gtr) UAC 
4 La Varsoviana (UT; formerly of Tierra Amarilla, NM) UAC 

Rosina Velasquez de Chavez (harm), Viola Crebs & Magdalena Chavira (gtr) 

4 

4 

4 
4 

La Varsoviana (UT; formerly of Tmchas, NM) UAC 
James Romero y los Amigos (gtr, sax, dmms, bass) 

Varsouvienne Waltz (formerly of Uintah Basin, now Salt Lake City) 
Pattie Thacker Richards (pno) UAC 

Varsovienne (Kane County, UT) UAC 
Orderville Orchestra: Rena Tait (piano); harmonicas, vhi, guitars 

The Varsouvienne (formerly of Snowflake, AZ; now Provo, UT) UAC 
Merle Kartchner Schumway (piano) 

Varsovienne (Weber County, UT) UAC 
Hooper Hometown Players (Catherine Gardner, pno; ace, vln, 

har, uke, gtr, b gtr) 
Versuvienne (HUdale, UT; Washington Cty; Vema Black, pno) UAC 
Black Hawk Waltz (Hildale, UT; " 
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[n.d.]4 

[n.d.]4 
[n.d.]4 
[n.d.]4 
[n.d.] 4 
[n.d.] 4 

[n.d.]4 
[n.d.]4 

[n.d.] 4 
[n.d.]4 
[n.d.] 4 
[n.d.] 4 
[n.d.] 4 
[n.d.]4 

[n.d.] 4 
[n.d.] 4 
[n.d.]4 

[n.d.]4 
[n.d.]4 

[n.d.]4 

[n.d.]4 
[n.d.]4 

[n.d.]4 

[n.d.]0 
[n.d.]4 

[n.d.]0 

[n.d.]J^O 

[n.d.]>0 
[n.d.]0 
[n.d.]0 
[n.d.lO 
[n.d.]0 

Varsovienne (Grouse Creek, UT) UAC 
Grouse Creek Orchestra-sax, piano 

Varsuvienne (Bluffdale, UT; Mabel Alhed, pno) UAC 
Varsoviana (NM; Robb v3 #411) Robb 
[Mascando Chiquite] ASP 302A Lidster 
[Varsouvianna] Coast Record 225 (Rodeo Series) Harris 
Put Your Litde Foot Right Out from Chuck Rodi/TX 

Columbia 52007 (WC2953); Louise Massey & die Westemers 
[Mascando Chiquite] Festival F-6010A Wakefield 
La Varsoviana FoUc Dancer MH-1095 Pholeric 

C1950 Emilio Caceres & his Mariachis (OCLC: 9049776) 
[Varsouvienna] FoUc Dancer MH-3012 (US) 
[La Varsouvianna] Folk Dancer MH-3012A 
[Put Your Little Foot] FoUc Dancer MH-3016 
[Varsouvianna] Folkraft 1034 
[Put Your Little Foot] FoUcraft 1165 
Put Your Little Foot Guide LP 1024 

Litt'l Fishermen of Texas 
[Varsovienne] Harmonica 2072 E37 
[Varsouvianna] HI-HAT No. 843 

Harley Luse & his Blue Ridge Mountain Boys-
Imperial 1031 B Album F D 8 

[Put Your Little Foot] Old Timer 8077 
[Varsouvianna] Paramount 1002B 

[Jimmy Clossin Album 2?] 
Put Your Little Foot TNT TLP 3001 

Rhine Winkler and Orchestra 
[Varsouvianna] Westem Jubilee 700 
[Put Your Little Foot] Windsor 4615-B 

The CaUfomians 
[Put Your Litde Foot] Windsor 4615-45 

The CaUfomians 
Varsouviana [photocopy to accomp. 4615-45] 
[Put Your Little Foot] Windsor 7615-B 

The CaUfomians 
Varsouvianna/Put Your Litde Foot Right Out 

photocopy to accomp. above Windsor records 
Put Your Litde Foot - Westem Varsovienne 

[anon, copy of ditto?] 
Put Your Litde Foot - Varsouvianna 
Put Your Litde Foot (American) 
San Joaquin Varsovianna (American) 
Put Your Litde Foot (American) 
Put Your Litde Foot (American) 

Spiesman 
Wakefield 

Hall/Kraus 1962/4 
Spiesman 
Hall, Pholeric 

from Chuck Rodi/TX 

Casey 1976 

Shaw 1949 
Mynatt 

Harris, Pittman & Waller 
Shaw 1949 

from Chuck Rodi/TX 

Harris, Pittman & Waller 
Casey 1976 

Casey 1985 

SFDH 
Hall/Kraus 1962/4 

SFDH 

SFDH 

SFDH 
SFDH 
SFDH 
SFDH [AL73] 
SFDH[MK68] 
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APPENDIX D 

MAPS 
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Figure 3. Arizona 
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Figure 4. Califomia 
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Figure 6. New Mexico 
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